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Abstract
In card-based cryptography, designing AND protocols in committed format is a major
research topic. The state-of-the-art AND protocol proposed by Koch, Walzer, and
Härtel in ASIACRYPT 2015 uses only four cards, which is the minimum permissible
number. The minimality of their protocol relies on somewhat complicated shuffles
having non-uniform probabilities of possible outcomes. Restricting the allowed shuf-
fles to uniform closed ones entails that, to the best of our knowledge, six cards are
sufficient: the six-card AND protocol proposed by Mizuki and Sone in 2009 utilizes
the random bisection cut, which is a uniform and cyclic (and hence, closed) shuffle.
Thus, a question has arisen: “Can we improve upon this six-card protocol using only
uniform closed shuffles?” In other words, the existence or otherwise of a five-card
AND protocol in committed format using only uniform closed shuffles has been one
of the most important open questions in this field. In this paper, we answer the ques-
tion affirmatively by designing five-card committed-format AND protocols using only
uniform cyclic shuffles. The shuffles that our protocols use are the random cut and
random bisection cut, both of which are uniform cyclic shuffles and can be easily
implemented by humans.
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Introduction

Card-based cryptography started from the “five-card trick” presented by den Boer in
1989 [2]. This card-based protocol performs a secure AND computation using two
black cards ♣ ♣ and three red cards ♥ ♥ ♥ , where their backs ? are all identical.
This paper begins by introducing the five-card trick.

The Five-Card Trick

In card-based cryptography, manipulating Boolean values entails the use of the fol-
lowing encoding:

♣ ♥ = 0, ♥ ♣ = 1. (1)

That is, the left card being black represents 0, and the left card being red represents 1.
According to this encoding rule (1), Alice can put her private input bit a ∈ {0, 1} on
a table using two cards ♣ ♥ , keeping its value hidden:

? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

.

Such a pair of face-down cards is called a commitment to a bit a ∈ {0, 1}. Similarly,
Bob can put a commitment to his private input bit b ∈ {0, 1} on the table, keeping
its value secret from Alice (and others). Given the commitments to a ∈ {0, 1} and
b ∈ {0, 1}, along with a helping card ♥ , the five-card trick [2] proceeds as follows.

1. Put the helping red card between the two input commitments, apply aNOT compu-
tation to the left commitment (to a) by swapping the positions of its two cards, so
that we have a commitment to the negation ā, and turn over the middle red card:

? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

♥ ? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

→ ? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

? ? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

.

Note that the three cards in the middle will be ♥ ♥ ♥ , i.e., three red cards will
be consecutive only when a = b = 1, namely, a ∧ b = 1.

2. Apply a random cut (denoted by 〈·〉) to the sequence of the five cards:
〈

? ? ? ? ?
〉

→ ? ? ? ? ? .

A random cut, meaning a cyclic shuffling operation, uniformly randomly shifts
the positions of the sequence without changing the order1. Mathematically, one
permutation is uniformly randomly selected from

1 Humans can easily implement a random cut, such that nobody will know which one (among the five
possibilities, in this case) is the current sequence (e.g., [2,6,13,19]).
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{id, (1 2 3 4 5), (1 2 3 4 5)2, (1 2 3 4 5)3, (1 2 3 4 5)4},

and the selected permutation is applied to the sequence of the five cards, where
id is the identity permutation and (i1 i2 . . . i�) represents a cyclic permutation.
(Nobody knows the selected permutation.)

3. Reveal the five cards. If the three red cards ♥ ♥ ♥ are consecutive (apart from
cyclic rotation), then a ∧ b = 1. Otherwise, a ∧ b = 0.

This is the five-card trick, which is simple and elegant. Although the five-card
trick is extremely useful as mentioned, it has one drawback: it cannot deal with a
logical conjunction of three or more variables, where players P1, P2, . . . , Pn with
n ≥ 3 want to conduct a secure multiparty AND computation. To overcome such a
limitation, researchers have designed “committed-format AND protocols,” which are
able to perform secure AND computation of three or more inputs.

The Six-Card AND Protocol in Committed Format

A committed-format AND protocol should produce a commitment to a ∧ b:

? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a∧b

from the input commitments to a and b. In contrast to the five-card trick, the output
is obtained as a commitment to a ∧ b, keeping its value secret; hence, the output
commitment can be used as the input for another computation. There aremany existing
committed-format AND protocols in the literature (as shown in Table 1). Among
these, we herein introduce the Mizuki–Sone protocol [10], which is considered to be
the simplest for humans to execute. This protocol uses two helping cards ♣ ♥ and
proceeds as follows.

1. Put the two helping cards between two input commitments, and turn them over:

? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

♣ ♥ ? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

→ ? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

.

2. Rearrange the order of the sequence as:

? ? ? ? ? ?
�

������ ���
? ? ? ? ? ? .

3. Apply a random bisection cut denoted by [ · | · ], i.e., bisect the sequence of the six
cards and shuffle the two halves:

[

? ? ?
∣

∣

∣ ? ? ?
]

→ ? ? ? ? ? ? .
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Table 1 Committed-format AND protocols

Card Shuffle

# of colors # of cards Finite Uniform Cyclic Closed # of shuffles

Crépeau–Kilian, 1993 [3] 4 10 No Yes Yes Yes 8

Niemi–Renvall, 1998 [13] 2 12 No Yes Yes Yes 7.5

Stiglic, 2001 [17] 2 8 No Yes Yes Yes 2

Mizuki–Sone, 2009 [10] (§1.2) 2 6 Yes Yes Yes Yes 1

Koch–Walzer–Härtel, 2015 [7] 2 4 No No Yes Yes 8

2 5 Yes No No No 14/3

Koch, 2018 [5] 2 4 No Yes No No 8

Ruangwises–Itoh, 2019 [16] 2 5 Yes Yes No No 14/3

Our first protocol (§2) 2 5 No Yes Yes Yes 7

Our second protocol (§3) 2 5 No Yes Yes Yes 4.5

The numbers of shuffles in the last column are expected values (except for the fourth protocol)

Mathematically, the permutation id or (1 4)(2 5)(3 6) is selected with a probability
of 1/2, and the selected permutation is applied to the sequence of the six cards. 2

4. Rearrange the order of the sequence as:

? ? ? ? ? ?
������

�
��	

? ? ? ? ? ? .

5. Reveal the two left-most cards; then, a commitment to a∧b is obtained, depending
on the order of the two face-up cards ♣ and ♥ :

♣ ♥ ? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a∧b
? ? or ♥ ♣ ? ? ? ?

︸ ︷︷ ︸

a∧b
.

This is the six-card AND protocol in committed format [10]. Given n input com-
mitments to x1, x2, . . . , xn , and executing such a committed-format AND protocol
n − 1 times, a secure AND computation of n variables can be conducted, i.e., we can
obtain a commitment to x1 ∧ x2 ∧ · · · ∧ xn .

Known Results and Our Contribution

As discussed previously, committed-format AND protocols are a useful and indis-
pensable primitive, and designing such AND protocols is a major research topic in the
field of card-based cryptography. As enumerated chronologically in Table 1, there are

2 It is well known that a random bisection cut can also be easily and securely implemented by humans
[18,19].
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many committed-format ANDprotocols. TheMizuki–Sone protocol proposed in 2009
[10] (and described in Section 1.2) is the fourth committed-format AND protocol in
literature; it uses six cards, which are fewer than the previous three protocols [3,13,17]
require; furthermore, as shown in the fourth column of Table 1, the Mizuki–Sone pro-
tocol is the first committed-format AND protocol that terminates in a finite number of
shuffles (actually, it terminates after a single shuffle, namely, a random bisection cut,
as indicated in Sect. 1.2).

After the invention of theMizuki–Sone six-cardANDprotocol in 2009, it had been a
challenging open question to determine whether one could construct an AND protocol
(in committed format) with five cards or less. In 2015, Koch, Walzer, and Härtel [7]
succeeded in answering the question appropriately; i.e., they presented a four-card
AND protocol in committed format, which is the fifth protocol, as shown in Table 1.
Their four-card protocol is optimal in terms of the number of required cards, because
we need four cards for arranging two input commitments, as long as we follow the
encoding (1). As shown in the fourth column of Table 1, their four-card AND protocol
does not terminate with a fixed number of shuffles, indicating that it is a Las Vegas
algorithm. In addition, they constructed a five-card AND protocol that terminates with
a finite number of shuffles; see the sixth protocol shown in Table 1. Furthermore, they
proved that there is no four-card committed-format AND protocol with a finite number
of shuffles. Therefore, when we focus our attention on finite-runtime protocols, the
five-card AND protocol in committed format is optimal in terms of the number of
cards.

Now, let us revisit Table 1, which contains columns regarding shuffles being uni-
form, cyclic, and/or closed. Note that the first four protocols (from 1993 to 2009) all
have the answer “yes.” We formally define the uniformity, cyclicity, and closedness
of shuffles. Following the formal computation model of card-based protocols [8], a
shuffle action is specified by a set Π of permutations and a probability distribution F
on Π :

(shuf,Π,F);

if F is uniform, we say that the shuffle is uniform; if Π is a cyclic subgroup (of the
symmetric group), we say that it is cyclic; if Π is a subgroup, we say that it is closed.
For example, the random bisection cut that the Mizuki–Sone protocol uses can be
formally written as:

(shuf, {id, (1 4)(2 5)(3 6)}, id 
→1/2, (1 4)(2 5)(3 6) 
→1/2).

Thus, a random bisection cut is surely a uniform and cyclic (and hence, closed) shuffle.
The first three protocols [3,13,17] in Table 1 utilize only random cuts, which are also
uniform and cyclic.

On the other hand, the two Koch–Walzer–Härtel protocols [7] use non-uniform
and/or non-closed shuffles, such as:

(shuf, {id, (1 2)(3 4)}, id 
→1/3, (1 2)(3 4) 
→2/3)
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and

(shuf, {id, (5 4 3 2 1)}, id 
→2/3, (5 4 3 2 1) 
→1/3).

Recently, Koch [5], as well as Ruangwises and Itoh [16], independently modified
the Koch–Walzer–Härtel protocols to obtain protocols using only uniform shuffles,
although those shuffles are non-closed; see the seventh and eighth protocols, as shown
in Table 1. Thus, it is relatively difficult for humans to practically implement the
existing four-card and five-card protocols. Note that Koch andWalzer [6] showed that
any uniform closed shuffles can be implemented by human hands with the help of a
secure implementation of the random cut (such as the Hindu cut [18,19]).

Therefore, a natural question has arisen:

Canwe construct a committed-format ANDprotocol with five cards or less using
only uniform closed shuffles?

This is one of the most important open problems in card-based cryptography.
In this paper, we will answer this question affirmatively, i.e., we will design five-

card AND protocols in committed format using only uniform closed shuffles (see the
last two rows in Table 1). The shuffles that our protocols use are random cuts and
random bisection cuts, both of which can be easily implemented by humans, as men-
tioned above. Hence, we believe that humans can effortlessly execute our protocols.
Specifically, we propose two protocols: in Sect. 2, we present a five-card AND proto-
col whose expected number of shuffles is seven, while in Sect. 3, we improve upon the
protocol, such that the expected number of shuffles can be reduced to 4.5 (although
the construction is somewhat complicated).

An earlier version of this study was presented and appeared as a conference paper
[1]. This present paper is extended compared to the conference paper: This paper
provides another novel five-card AND protocol using a less number of shuffles and
verify the correctness and security of the protocol. Section 3 is devoted to these new
findings.

First Five-Card AND Protocol Using Only Uniform Cyclic Shuffles

In this section, we construct a five-card committed-format AND protocol using only
uniform cyclic shuffles.

Idea

Here, we explain the idea behind our protocol.
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Recall Steps 1 and 2 of the five-card trick:

? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

♥ ? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

→
〈

? ? ? ? ?
〉

→ ? ? ? ? ? .

Let the middle card be revealed, and assume that it happens to be ♣ :

? ? ♣ ? ? .

Then, there are four possibilities:

(i) ♥♥♣♥♣ a ∧ b = 0;
(ii) ♣♥♣♥♥ a ∧ b = 0;
(iii) ♥♥♣♣♥ a ∧ b = 1;
(iv) ♥♣♣♥♥ a ∧ b = 1.

After turning the middle card face down, denote the sequence of cards by

? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

x

? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

y

?

for the sake of convenience [for example, the two left-most cards are not a commitment
to a bit for the cases of (i) and (iii)]. Note that in cases (ii) and (iv), the first pair of
cards can be regarded as a commitment to x , the second pair can be regarded as
a commitment to y, and it holds that x ⊕ y = a ∧ b. Therefore, by applying the
four-card XOR protocol [10] to the first four cards, one can obtain a commitment to
x ⊕ y = a ∧ b in these two cases. Even in cases (i) and (iii), we can continue the
computation without leaking any information. The details will be revealed in the next
subsection.

Description

Here, we provide the complete description of our protocol.

1. Execute Step 1 of the five-card trick:

? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

♥ ? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

→ ? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

? ? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

b

.

2. Execute Step 2 of the five-card trick:

〈

? ? ? ? ?
〉

→ ? ? ? ? ? .
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3. Reveal the middle card, i.e., the third card. If the face-up card is ♥ , turn it over

and return to Step 2. If it is ♣ , go to the next step. (The probability that ♣ appears
is 2/5.)

4. Turn over the card ♣ :

? ? ♣ ? ? → ? ? ? ? ? .

5. Apply the procedure of the four-cardXORprotocol [10] to the four left-most cards,
as follows.

(a) Rearrange the order as:

? ? ? ? ?
������

? ? ? ? ? .

(b) Apply a random bisection cut to the four left-most cards:

[

? ?
∣

∣

∣ ? ?
]

? → ? ? ? ? ? .

(c) Rearrange the order again as:

? ? ? ? ?
������

? ? ? ? ? .

6. Reveal the two left-most cards.

(a) If ♣ ♥ or ♥ ♣ appears, then we have a commitment to a ∧ b:

♣ ♥ ? ?
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a∧b
? or ♥ ♣ ? ?

︸ ︷︷ ︸

a∧b

? .

In the latter case, a NOT computation (which involves swapping the positions
of two cards) brings a commitment to a ∧ b.

(b) If ♥ ♥ appears, then turn them over:

♥ ♥ ? ? ? → ? ? ? ? ? ,

rearrange the order as:

? ? ? ? ?





����������

? ? ? ? ? ,
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and return to Step 2. (The probability that ♥ ♥ appears is 1/2.)

This is our committed-format AND protocol. Since this protocol has loops, it does
not terminate within a fixed number of shuffles; that is, it is a Las Vegas algorithm. The
expected number of shuffles is seven, as follows. Let NRC and NRBC be the expected
numbers of random cuts and random bisection cuts, respectively; then,

NRC = 1 + 3

5
NRC + 2

5
· 1
2
NRC

and

NRBC = 3

5
NRBC + 2

5
(1 + 1

2
NRBC);

hence, we have NRC = 5 and NRBC = 2.

Pseudocode

The following is a pseudocode3 for our protocol, where we define:

RC5
def= {id, (1 2 3 4 5), (1 2 3 4 5)2, (1 2 3 4 5)3, (1 2 3 4 5)4},

and we simply write (shuf,Π) rather than (shuf,Π,F) if F is uniform; (perm, π)

means to permute the sequence of cards according to π , (turn, T ) means to turn
over all the cards in T , (result, i, j) means to terminate the protocol with an output
commitment consisting of the i th and j th cards, and “visible seq.” means what are
seen when looking at the sequence of cards on the table.

input set:

{( ?

♣ ,
?

♥ ,
♥
?

,
?

♣ ,
?

♥
)

,
( ?

♣ ,
?

♥ ,
♥
?

,
?

♥ ,
?

♣
)

,

( ?

♥ ,
?

♣ ,
♥
?

,
?

♣ ,
?

♥
)

,
( ?

♥ ,
?

♣ ,
♥
?

,
?

♥ ,
?

♣
)}

(perm, (1 2))
(turn, {3})

1 (shuf, RC5)
(turn, {3})
if visible seq. = (?, ?,♥, ?, ?) then

(turn, {3})
goto 1

(turn, {3})
(perm, (2 3))

3 Technically, describing this pseudocode is redundant, but it will allow easy reference.
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(shuf, {id, (1 3)(2 4)})
(perm, (2 3))
(turn, {1, 2})
if visible seq. = (♥,♥, ?, ?, ?) then

(turn, {1, 2})
(perm, (2 3 4 5))
goto 1

else if visible seq. = (♣,♥, ?, ?, ?) then
(result, 3, 4)

else if visible seq. = (♥,♣, ?, ?, ?) then
(result, 4, 3)

In the next subsection, we confirm that our protocol definitively produces a com-
mitment to a ∧ b without leaking any information about a and b.

Correctness and Security

In this subsection, we verify the correctness and security of the protocol proposed in
the previous subsections.

To this end, we make use of the KWH-tree, which is an excellent tool developed by
Koch, Walzer, and Härtel [7]. That is, if one can write the KWH-tree satisfying some
properties for a protocol, then it automatically implies that the protocol is correct and
secure; see [7,9] for the details.

We describe the KWH-tree for our five-card AND protocol in Fig. 1. The first box
in Fig. 1 corresponds to an initial sequence, consisting of two input commitments and
a helping red card; X00, X01, X10, and X11 represent the probabilities of (a, b) =
(0, 0), (a, b) = (0, 1), (a, b) = (1, 0), and (a, b) = (1, 1), respectively. In the second
box (and below), we write X0 rather than X00 + X01 + X10 and write X1 instead of
X11. A polynomial, such as 1

5 X0 and 1
3 X1, represents the conditional probability that

the current sequence is the one next to the polynomial, given the view seen on the
table. Looking at the two boxes at the bottom, one can see that a commitment to a ∧ b
is definitively obtained. Furthermore, in each box, the sum of all polynomials is equal
to X0 + X1, implying that no information about a and b leaks.

Thus, the KWH-tree in Fig. 1 guarantees that our protocol is correct and secure.

Optimality of Our Protocol

As presented above, we constructed a five-card AND protocol in committed format
using random cuts and random bisection cuts that are sufficiently practical for humans
to implement, solving an important open problem [6,7]. Therefore, we have the fol-
lowing theorem.

Theorem 1 There exists a 5-card expected-finite-runtime AND protocol in committed
format with only uniform cyclic shuffles.
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Fig. 1 The KWH-tree for our first five-card AND protocol
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Given that the previous “practical” AND protocol [10] uses six cards, as mentioned
in Section 1.2, our protocol reduced the number of required cards from six to five, and
one might presume that the contribution of this protocol is only incremental. However,
we believe that this is not the case. One reason for this is that a “practical” committed-
format AND protocol with five cards or less has been solicited for many years since
the six-card AND protocol [10] appeared in 2009. Another reason is that our five-card
AND protocol using only uniform cyclic shuffles is the best possible, because the
following lower bounds have been found.

Theorem 2 [4] There is no five-card finite-runtime AND protocol in committed format
with only closed shuffles.

Theorem 3 [4] There is no four-card expected-finite-runtime AND protocol in com-
mitted format with only uniform closed shuffles.

Theorem3 implies thatwe need at least five cards to have a protocol using only uniform
closed shuffles; moreover, even though we have five cards, Theorem 2 dictates that
we cannot have a finite-runtime protocol. Thus, considering five-card expected-finite-
runtime protocols is the only possible option. Consequently, Theorems 1, 2, and 3
together imply that, in this context, our proposed protocol is optimal.

Another Five-Card Protocol Using a Less Number of Shuffles

Recall that our five-card AND protocol presented in Sect. 2 uses seven shuffles on
average. In this section, we show that one can decrease the number of required shuffles
to 4.5 by designing a somewhat complicated protocol.

Idea and Description

Remember Step 3 of our first protocol presented in Section 2.2: If the face-up card is
♥ , go back to the previous step to apply a random cut again; only when the face-up

card is ♣ , move forward. Therefore, if we can move forward even if the face-up card

is ♥ , we have a chance to reduce the number of required shuffles. This is the main
idea behind our second protocol.

Figure 2 is the (partial) KWH-tree of our second five-card AND protocol, which
uses a less number of shuffles compared to the first protocol (presented in Sect. 2), as
follows.

Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 1 (that is, contrasting the KWH-tree of the second
protocol with that of the first protocol) reveals that they are similar: The first box and
the second box named (A) in Fig. 2 are the same as the ones in Fig. 1, and box (B)

and all the boxes following box (C) (including (C) itself) are also the same as the
ones in Fig. 1. The only difference appears after box (B): while it always goes back to
(A) after (B) in the first protocol (namely, Fig. 1), there are three possibilities in the
second protocol (namely, Fig. 2) via the “See Fig. 3 box” part. That is, it goes back to
(A)with a probability of 1/6, it terminates with a probability of 1/3+1/6, and it goes
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Fig. 2 The KWH-tree for our second five-card AND protocol (Part I)
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to (C) with a probability of 1/3. This contributes to reducing the expected number of
trials, as imagined.

Specifically, to count the expected number of shuffles, let NA be the expected
number of shuffles from box (A) to the end of the protocol, and let NC be the expected
number of shuffles from box (C) to the end. Then,

NA = 3

5

(

3 + NA

6
+ 2

3
+ 1

6
+ 2 + NC

3

)

+ 2

5
NC

and

NC = 1 + 1 + NA

2
,

and hence, we have NA = 3.5. Therefore, the total number of shuffles is 1+NA = 4.5
on average.

The details of the “See Fig. 3 box” part are shown in Fig. 3. Thus, Figs. 2 and 3
complete the description of our second five-card AND protocol (whose pseudocode
will be presented in the next subsection). Because we can easily confirm that the
KWH-tree for our second protocol also satisfies the required properties, it is correct
and secure.

Pseudocode

The following is a pseudocode for the second protocol.

input set:

{( ?

♣ ,
?

♥ ,
♥
?

,
?

♣ ,
?

♥
)

,
( ?

♣ ,
?

♥ ,
♥
?

,
?

♥ ,
?

♣
)

,

( ?

♥ ,
?

♣ ,
♥
?

,
?

♣ ,
?

♥
)

,
( ?

♥ ,
?

♣ ,
♥
?

,
?

♥ ,
?

♣
)}

(perm, (1 2))
(turn, {3})

1 (shuf, RC5)
(turn, {3})
if visible seq. = (?, ?,♥, ?, ?) then

(turn, {3})
(perm, (2 3)(4 5))
(shuf, {id, (1 3)(2 4)})
(turn, {1})
if visible seq. = (♣, ?, ?, ?, ?) then

(turn, {1})
(perm, (2 3)(4 5))
(shuf, {id, (1 3)(2 4)})
(turn, {2, 4})
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Fig. 3 The KWH-tree for our second five-card AND protocol (Part II)

if visible seq. = (?,♣, ?,♥, ?) then
(result, 3, 1)

else if visible seq. = (?,♥, ?,♣, ?) then
(result, 1, 3)

else if visible seq. = (?,♥, ?,♥, ?) then
(turn, {2, 4})
(perm, (3 4))
goto 1
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112 New Generation Computing (2021) 39:97–114

else if visible seq. = (♥, ?, ?, ?, ?) then
(turn, {5})
if visible seq. = (♥, ?, ?, ?,♣) then

(turn, {1, 5})
(shuf, {id, (1 3)})
(perm, (3 5))
goto 2

else if visible seq. = (♥, ?, ?, ?,♥) then
(result, 4, 2)

else if visible seq. = (?, ?,♣, ?, ?) then
(turn, {3})

2 (perm, (2 3))
(shuf, {id, (1 3)(2 4)})
(perm, (2 3))
(turn, {1, 2})
if visible seq. = (♥,♥, ?, ?, ?) then

(turn, {1, 2})
(perm, (2 3 4 5))
goto 1

else if visible seq. = (♣,♥, ?, ?, ?) then
(result, 3, 4)

else if visible seq. = (♥,♣, ?, ?, ?) then
(result, 4, 3)

Conclusion

In this paper, we first constructed a five-card AND protocol in committed format using
only random cuts and random bisection cuts. This nicely has closed the open problem,
and our protocol is optimal, as shown in Theorems 1, 2, and 3.

In addition, whereas our five-card AND protocol in Sect. 2 uses seven shuffles on
average, we were successful in reducing the expected number of shuffles from 7 to 4.5
with the same number of cards (five) and the same allowed shuffles (uniform cyclic
shuffles) by changing part of the protocol.

It is an intriguing open problem to determine whether we can reduce the expected
number of shuffles to less than 4.5 with the same conditions.

All the protocols mentioned thus far in this paper can be executed publicly: every
operation by players is supposed to be conducted with all eyes fixed on how the cards
are manipulated. In contrast, there is another model wherein players are allowed to
use “private” operations: it is known that such a somewhat strong assumption results
in protocols with fewer cards, e.g., [11,12,14,15,20].
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